To account for these collisional effects, researchers have sought to extend kinetic theories and discrete particle simulations developed first for dry granular media to flows of liquid-granular mixtures. 5, 6 Coupling between solid and liquid motions, however, makes it more difficult to ascertain the influence of immersed collisions on the stress and energy balance of mixture flows. Assuming an ideal fluid, liquid inertia influences colliding particles by contributing to their apparent momentum and by mediating interaction forces. 7, 8 For real fluids, recent studies of immersed particle-wall 9,10 and particle-particle collisions 11 have shown how particle rebound is damped by liquid viscosity. The liquid vorticity may also
2 play an active role, responding to impact and influencing the striking body in particle-wall collisions. 12,13 For particle-particle collisions, the role played by vortex motions has not yet been examined. In this Letter, we show that vortex responses to immersed particle-particle collisions can exert a significant and surprising influence on the particle dynamics. In immersed pendulum experiments conducted at high Reynolds and Stokes numbers, we find that the oscillations of spherical bobs are damped less rapidly when they collide with one another than when they swing alone. Our findings suggest that wake responses to particle contacts are important in liquid-granular flows, which in turn intervene in a variety of geophysical and industrial processes.
Experiments with tethered spheres have been used to study fluid resistance 14 and dry collisions, 15 and more recently to investigate sphere-vortex interactions 16 and immersed collisions. 9, 11 To clarify the interplay between vortex motions and immersed collisions, we conducted experiments with both isolated and colliding spheres, in the pendulum configurations illustrated in Fig. 1 . Each pendulum has height H = 180 mm and features a spherical bob of diameter D = 40 mm, tethered to rigid supports and immersed in a liquid pool in a tank of internal dimensions 500 × 400 × 350 mm 3 . To provide some lateral restraint, a bifilar suspension is adopted. Oblique strings (0.3 mm in diameter) are attached to small screws mounted on opposite sides of each sphere, and suspended from rigid supports on both sides of the plane of swing. Sphere motion is initiated by gentle manual release from a rigid railed guide, with the released pendulum starting from angle θ 0 = −1 rad. In the single pendulum experiments (Fig. 1a) , the released sphere oscillates alone in the liquid. In the colliding pendulums experiments (Fig. 1b) , by contrast, the released sphere impacts the bob of another identical pendulum, initially at rest and suspended one sphere diameter away. 3 To facilitate observation, the refractive-index-matched transparent materials proposed in ref. The result is surprising because, for colliding pendulums, kinetic energy is partially shared by the two bobs and partly lost due to the collisions. At each impact, the bobs exchange their angular velocities, with some loss that can be described by Newton's coefficient of restitution . 19 The enhanced upswing observed despite these collisional losses indicates that they are overshadowed by other effects, which we characterize using the following simple mathematical model. For the single pendulum, an equation of motion can be written
where θ & & is the angular acceleration,
is the added mass coefficient for an isolated immersed sphere, g is the gravitational constant, and c is a phenomenological drag coefficient influenced by the Reynolds number and particle acceleration. 20, 21 For two interacting pendulums, likewise, coupled equations of motion can be written
where I is the identity matrix, and where added mass matrix A and Bernoulli matrix B describe pressure forces associated with the irrotational liquid flow induced by the sphere motions. These terms can be derived by a Lagrangian approach 22 or by the Bernoulli theorem. 23 The resulting coefficients A ij and B ij are dimensionless functions of angles θ 1 ,θ 2 and aspect ratio H/D which do not depend on the angular velocities and accelerations. In the last term of eq. 3, parameters c 1 and c 2 are again phenomenological drag coefficients. They are needed to account for the real fluid effects left out by the other terms. To capture pendulum impacts, eq. 3 is supplemented by the collision rules
where we substitute the measured values of e at successive collisions. Irrotational flow is computed by solving the Laplace equation using the method of fundamental solutions. 24, 25 The resulting pressure forces are integrated using 400 collocation nodes along the surface of 6 each sphere. Simulated angle histories θ(t), θ 1 (t) and θ 2 (t) are then obtained by integrating eq.
2 or 3 in time using the Euler-Cromer scheme (with time step = ∆t 1 ms), save for discrete collision events where eq. 4 is applied. we set c 1 = c 2 = C for simplicity, but allow C to change over time. A value C = 0.95 identical to the single pendulum case is adopted for the downswing, but must be reduced by a factor of three at the first collision to reproduce the observed upswing and ensuing oscillations. Thus a reduction in drag is detected in both cases, but the reduction is stronger (threefold instead of twofold) and occurs earlier (first perigee instead of first apogee) for the colliding pendulums. respectively a single pendulum and two colliding pendulums. As the single pendulum reaches its first perigee (Fig. 5b) , the spherical bob slows down and gets overtaken from below by its own wake. The strong rotational wake induces a fore-aft pressure difference around the sphere, which is the main source of drag at these high Reynolds numbers (up to 10 4 during the first downswing). As the bob reaches its apogee (Fig. 5d) , the pendulum acts like a sling and releases a traveling vortex ring that propagates obliquely downwards. Flow fields for the colliding pendulums are presented in Fig. 6 . Panels 6a and 6b show the flow immediately before and after the first collision. As the striking bob transmits its impulse to the initially static bob, the rotational and irrotational components of the flow respond differently to the collision. Tied to the solid body motions, the irrotational component (associated with added mass) is transferred from one bob to another. The rotational component, however, is not affected and persists in the wake of the arrested bob (Fig. 6b) . 27 After the collision (Fig. 6c) , the vortex wake of the arrested bob splits into a downwards vortex ring below and a patch of 8 counter-clockwise secondary vorticity above. Most importantly, the upswinging bob escapes from the collision nearly wake-free, with a surrounding liquid flow that closely approximates the symmetric template of irrotational theory. Because the pressure distribution likewise more nearly satisfies fore-aft symmetry, reduced drag on the upswinging bob is expected. Weak patches of wake vorticity are revealed when the bob reaches its apogee (Fig. 6d ), but these are nowhere near as strong as the original wake of the downswinging bob.
The above interpretation can be substantiated further by examining the liquid pathlines associated with the full downswing-collision-upswing sequence. In summary, we have documented in this work the significant influence of vortex motions on the dynamics of immersed pendulums, whether they swing alone or collide with one another. 9 When pendulums collide, the target bob receives its impulse from the striking bob, but starts afresh without a vortical wake, leading to reduced drag and enhanced upswing. These results suggest that, at the high Stokes and Reynolds numbers considered in this study, wake responses are at least as important as inelastic restitution when evaluating the influence of immersed collisions on the pace of mechanical energy dissipation in solid-liquid mixtures.
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